Under the previous Policy a WIRO Approved Lawyer could apply for funding to enable
investigations (such as obtaining medical evidence) to pursue a claim or attempt to resolve a
dispute on behalf of an injured worker. If after investigating the matter the Approved Lawyer
determined that they could not provide further assistance they could invoice ILARS and would
be entitled to the grant amount of $1,500. This sum would encompass all work done including
comprehensive legal advice provided to the worker. Smaller grant amounts were available for
some work falling short of the work anticipated in this investigative work, for example $400 to
assist a worker make a claim.
Under the new Policy an Approved Lawyer is able to apply at an earlier stage for a grant to
pursue preliminary investigations and provide the worker with comprehensive legal advice
(Stage 1 funding). This funding does not extend to obtaining an independent medical
examination report. If, at this stage, the Approved Lawyer is unable to assist the worker further
or any additional investigation or claim would not proceed until a future time (for example,
because the worker’s medical condition has not stabilised) the Approved Lawyer is able to
invoice ILARS and is entitled to a grant amount of $800.
Alternatively (and most commonly), the Approved Lawyer will apply for an extension of funding
to undertake further investigation (and where required commence proceedings before the
Workers Compensation Commission). The final grant amount payable will incorporate any
advice provided at Stage 1 and will depend primarily on the point at which the matter is
resolved.
Importantly, if the matter that has previously been the subject of Stage 1 funding is reactivated
by the Approved Lawyer, any additional grant amount payable will have the $800 paid at
Stage 1 deducted.
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Question
The Hon. ANTHONY D'ADAM: On matters relating to disputes over return to work, could you
provide some information about the trend in relation to that?
Mr COHEN: We certainly can provide what information we have. Measuring return to work is
not something that falls specifically within our role.
Mr DAVID SHOEBRIDGE: Which you must be grateful for at the moment.
The Hon. ANTHONY D'ADAM: My point is about disputes. If there is a dispute relating to
return to work—I am assuming you categorise the disputes on the basis of the issue that is in
dispute. One of those issues might be return to work and looking at those statistics whether
there is a trend around more favourable outcomes for workers on the return to work disputes
that are funded through ILARS.
Mr COHEN: Certainly some of those matters may come to the surface through work capacity
decisions that are made by insurers and we keep data in relation to those. I am happy to see
what information we can give the Committee in respect of those matters. The other area where
we sometimes see issues around return to work emerges in relation to our solutions work and
that might be where an injured worker has some concerns about suitable employment and
where in that circumstance they have got a concern, for example, in relation to what it might
mean in respect of their workers compensation entitlements and we assist in the resolution of
those matters as well.
Answer
The issue of return to work arises most commonly for WIRO in the context of ‘work injury
management disputes’ which are generally disputes arising under Chapter 3 of the Work Injury
Management and Workers Compensation Act 1998.
This includes work injury management complaints related to Injury Management Plans,
rehabilitation and return to work.
In addition, ILARS grants of funding can relate specifically to return to work or work injury
management issues.
Table 6 on the following page provides the number of complaints received in the 2019/2020
financial year and the solutions achieved.
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